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C&C at a glance

• European business - 80% of our revenue is in the EU
• We are an Irish company
• Production facilities in Ireland, Scotland, England and USA
• Employ c.1500 people worldwide
• Tennent’s business in Scotland: Important  business with long heritage. Brewing

since 1556
• We are Scotland’s biggest alcohol producer by volume
• Tennent’s Lager has circa 50% share of Scottish beer market
• However, we are a small company. Diageo is 30 times bigger and ABI Inbev is 100

times bigger
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Investing in EU

• We have invested €300 million over the last four years

• We source all our raw materials from the EU for our European production

• We pay over €200 million of tax to EU governments

• Our commitment to European agriculture is long-term, with apple procurement
contracts an average of 22 years in length
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Our responsible drinking credentials
are second to none

• We  do not have high strength products in our portfolio

• We  work on local initiatives in all our key markets to engender a responsible
drinking culture

• We invest heavily in the training of young people through our  own Training
Academy

• We support a wide range of charities, from One Water to local projects
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Scotland’s Relationship with Alcohol

• Alcohol plays an important part in the culture of Scotland

• The relationship with alcohol has become unbalanced

• Consumption has increased by 6% since 1994

• Enough alcohol being sold for every adult in Scotland to exceed weekly
recommended limits for men each and every week since 2000

• 19% more alcohol was sold per adult in Scotland than in England and Wales

• We want to help address these issues and ensure a long-term future
for alcohol in Scotland
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Pubs & Bars (on-trade)
• 40% of market volume

• Beer circa £3  per pint

• Average price of vodka circa £2  for

2.5  cl

• Market declining by c 5% per annum

• Night-time violence often fuelled by

pre-loading

Supermarkets (off-trade)
• 60% of market volume

• Average price of beer c  60p per can

• Average price of vodka circa £10 for

75cl

• Market volume increasing

• Large packs fuelling “preloading”
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Why do we support Minimum Unit Pricing?

• Based on principles…

• Long-term commitment to the Scottish market helps to ensure a healthy and safe
alcohol industry for the future

• Minimum Unit Pricing has a clear democratic mandate

• Minimum Unit Pricing is a sensible step
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Price DOES affect volume
eg - a 40p per litre price drop delivers a 150% volume uplift
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7 of the top 10, and all of the top 5 lager packs,
have become cheaper in the last 12 months…
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Selling at circa 30% below a 50p MUP level
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Regular deals at the 50p per can level, where a
50p MUP would require 88p for a 4% lager



The industry and governments need
Minimum Unit Pricing

• Everyone accepts that alcohol is too cheap

• Attempts to restrict the sale of strong cheap alcohol such as those led recently by

The Portman Group have failed

• The Portman Group is run by the big international drinks companies.  Alcohol

misuse in Scotland needs a local solution

• Other alcohol organisations with a big presence in Scotland support MUP - Greene

King and the Scottish Licensed Trade Association
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Summary – Key Parts of the Scottish Drinks
Industry support Minimum Unit Pricing

• We are committed to the EU and to Scotland

• We are a small company with a local perspective

• There is a problem with the misuse of alcohol amongst some Scottish  people

• Based on the principles of a long-term commitment to the market and a belief in
the democratic process we support Minimum Unit Pricing

• Other attempts to tackle the availability of strong cheap alcohol will not work

• Minimum Unit Pricing provides a level playing field - its fair

• We urge everyone here to help make Minimum Unit Pricing a reality
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